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Abstract
In this paper a new estimator is proposed for discrete choice models with
choice-based sampling. Existing estimators suffer from a number of dis-
advantages. Several estimators are not efficient while those that are, are
notoriously hard to rnmpute. Another unappealing characteristic of some
of these estimators, íncluding those that are efFicient, is that if one replaces
some of the parameters of the optimatization program by their probability
limits, one estimates the resulting parameters with less accuracy. The new
estimator is efficient while relatively easy to compute. Its form also sheds
light on the causes of the aforementioned counter-intuitive results.
1 Introduction
In this paper a unified theory will be presented for estimating parameters of
discrete choice models with choice-based samples. Discrete choice models,
or qualitative response models as they are also called, are characterized by
the feature that the dependent variable is discrete instead of continuous.
Examples are modes uí transport, choices of school types or participation
decisions.
Sometimes a number of the alternatives are ver,y rare while still im-
portant to the researcher. Incidence of rare diseases, or the choice of a
particular school type are examples. In that case the researcher might
want to oversample that particular response to increase the accuracy of his
analysis (be it the estimation of parameters or the prediction of behaviour).
Especially in dynamic models it often happens that responses, in this case
life histories, that contain relatively much information, occur relatively in-
frequently. See for a discussion of choice-based sampling in a dynamic
context Ridder [27~ and Lancaster and Irnbens [19~. Another area where
this is relevant is that of evaluation of training schemes, discussed in, among
others, Heckman and Hotz (16~. lf the conventional practice of specifying
the conditional distribution of the dependent variable rather than the joint
distribution of the dependent and the independent or explanatory variables
is maintained, standard maximum likelihood techniques do not apply. It
is this case that is the subject oí the choice-based, response-based or en-
dogenous sampling literature.
In this paper an estimator is proposed that improves on those that have
been suggested previously. Some of these earlier estimators such as those
by Manski and Lennan, and Manski and McFadden are inefficient, while
the ones that are efticient, notably those pruposed by Cosslett are very hard
to compute. The new estimator has the same effiiciency as those by Cosslett
but reduces the computational burden. All three of the aforementioned es-
timators have a commun unappealing and counter intuitive feature. They
are defined as solutions to equations which contain additional parameters.
Substituting the true values or probability limits of these nuisance param-
eters into those equatíons, rather than estimating them jointly with the
parameters uf interest reduces the efiiciency of the estimator for the pa-
rametcrs nf inte~rest. '1'he fnrrn ~~f the new estimatur sheds some !ight ~~n
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the nature of this anomaly.
The estimators that have been suggested in the literature can be divided
inta two qroups, firstly those that assume that the populations probabilities
of the choices are known and secondly those that assume that they are not.
The new estimator incorporates these two extremes as special cases and can
cope with partial knowledge of the probabilities. If these probabilities are
known they give rise to stochastic restrictions on the other parameters that
can be treated as moment equations. If they are not known, they will be
treated as additional parameters and estimated using the same equations
that are used as stochastic restrictions in the other case.
The procedure followed to obtain the estimator and the form that is
eventually derived, provide some intuition about the way in which informa-
tion about the marginal distribution of the dependent variable can be used
efficiently. It is sirnilar to the procedure used by Chamberlain [5,6] to prove
effiiciency of rnethod of moments estimators. First it is assumed that the ex-
ogenous variables have a discrete distribution with known points of support.
In that case one can estimate the parameters of interest by Maximum Like-
lihood techniques. The next, crucial step is to change the estimator thus
obtained into one that is valid whatever the distribution of the exogenous
variables. The functions that can be interpreted as score functions in the
Maximum Likelihood framework will be interpreted as moment functions
in the :~lethod of Moments framework.
The result is a simpler estimator for the case where the population
proportions are known in the sense that optimization takes place over a
space oí lower dirnension. This is important because the computational
difficulties with Cosslett's estimators are severe as noted by Cosslett !9],
i~lanski and McFadden [23~ and Gourieroux and Ivlontfort 112]. Specification
tests based on the population proportions are also provided.
The plan of the paper is as follows: in section 2 the issues in choice-
based sampling are formally stated and the solutions from the literature are
discussed. In section 3 the new estirnator is developed and its properties
analyzed. A surnmary and ccmclusion are given in section 4.
.~
2 Notation and Previous Estimators
ln the first subsection the notation will be set up. This is a complicated
matter in the choice-based sampling literature. For every random variable
one has not only the population distribution and its sample equivalent,
the empirical distribution or sample frequency, but also the distribution
according to which the data are drawn.
The first one, the population distribution, is what one is interested in.
The second one, the sample frequency is known and has to be used to learn
about the first. The last one will sometimes be labelled eample dietrióution
in this paper, a term that indicates that it is somewhere between the popu-
lation diatrióution and the ~ample frequency. From the data one can learn
the sample frequenc,y and eventually about the sample distribution. Iden-
tification refers to the possibility to infer the parameters of the population
distribution from (those of) the sample distribution.
If the sample were random, the sample distribution would be identical
to the population distribution and it need not be distinguished from it. If
the sampling were exogenoue, i.e. the sampling depends on the values of
the exogenous variables, then the sampling distribution does differ from
the population distribution but it does not matter. It is the fact that it
does matter in the endogenous sampling case that makes the notation more
difficult.
In the subsequent subsections three estimators that have been proposed
in the literature are discussed. The first is the weighted exogenoue eampling
maximum likelihood estimator. Its form is not of particular relevance for the
new estimator proposed later but the generality of the approach behind the
WESML estimator and some new results on its relative efficiency warrant its
inclusion here. The second estimator discussed is the conditional mazimum
likelihood estimator. It is important Cor the discussion as we will be able to
locate the source of inefficiency for this estimator very clearl,y. A slightly
different form of the CML estimator will have scores that are identical to
some of the moments of the new estimator. The last estimators discussed
in this section are due to Cosslett. These are the estimators that the paper
tries to improve upon in terms of computational ease and intuiti~~-.
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2.1 Notation
In a population the joint density ~f a discrete random variable i and a
continuousl, vector valued random variable x is
(1) j(i,x) - P(i~x,B)r(x)
fr~r i E(' - { 1, 2, ..., Af }, x E X r- ~?L and B E O C`1~K. The distribution
fnnction of r will be denoted by R(x). We are interested in the parameter
B of the conditional probabilities. Une rnight also be interested in Q(i),
the marginal prubability or population share of choice i. Even if one is
not interested in Q(i) itself, it is useful to define it explicitly. Thia will
make it easier to incorporate prior information about it and such prior
information (namely that one of the choices is very rare) was one of the
motivations for sampling choice-based. In fact, early studies on choíce-
based sampling as Manski and Lerman [22] focused exclusively on the case
where these probabilities are known exactly. The true value of B is B" and
the corresponding notation for Q(i) is Q'(i):
(2) Q~(i) - ~x P(
~x, B' )dR(x j
Observations are not drawn randomly írom this population. With probabil-
ity H, an observation is drawn randomly from that part of the population
for which i F ,7(s) c~ C, ,7(s) ~ 0 for all s - 1,2,...5. The H, satisfy
S';-i H, - 1, H, '- 0. At times these probabilities of sampling from the
different subpopulations or strata will be assumed not to be known to the
investigator. In that case H; will denote true values. The S-1 dimensional
vector ( Hl HZ ... HS-1) will be denoted by H and the M- 1 dimensional
vector (Q(1) Q(2) ... Q(16f - l)) by Q. Hs and Q(M) will be used as
shorthand for 1-~S-i~ Hi and 1- ~Mi' Q(j) respectively.
Each choice i can be in zero, one or more of the subpopulations. The
number of strata of which it is a member is denoted by S,:
s
(3) S, -- ~ I~i E ~7(s)]
e- 1
~the conLinuity assumption is not Pssential
l
~ti.here I(.Í is tlre indicatur function, equal tu one if the expression between
the brackets is true and zeru utherwise. 1?xarnples oí sampling atrategies
included in the class defined above irnplicitly are:
1. S- 1, ,7(1) - C. This is just random sampling. Standard Maximum
Likelihood techniques apply.
2. S- 2, J(1) - C, ,7(2) - {1} In this case the first subsample is
completely random, or, in other words, the first stratum is equal to
the population. The second subsarnple consists of observations with
choice 1. This is often called an augmented sample. The random
sample is augmented with some extra observations of a(presumably)
rare choice.
3. .5' ~11, ,I(~) {I}, ,J(2) {'L}, ...,,1(S) - {IL1}. In th;s case
predetermined proportions ~if the sarnple consist of each of the choices.
It is called a pure choice-baeed sample. It simplifies notation but at
the same time the distinction between stratum indicator s and choice
i becomes blurred.
The joint densit,y of ( s,i,x) is the product of the marginal probability
~~f s, H„ and the conditional densit,y of i and x given the stratum. The
latter is
f(r,x~
~,~E9(.l fx f(i', z)dz
and the product can be written as:
P(i~x, B)r(x)
(4) 9(s~ i~ x} - H' ~.~F9(a) Q(i~)
This is the density function induced by the sampling scheme, as opposed
to the density function in the population (1). As a rule f(.) will denote
population density and probability functions, and g(.) density and proba-
bility functions induced by the sampling scheme. The latter will sometimes
looselv be referred tu as .rampling densities.
The complications in estimation of choice-based sampling models arise
because maximization of the log likelihood function correspondine to this
densit~. is nut possible without parametrizing the marginal density of x
in the pupulation, r(x). lf the sampling were random, and consequently
the density oí the data is (1), the maximization of the logarithm of the
likclihc~~,d inn~tiun is nc, prnblern. The density r(x) disappears after taking
derivatives with respect to B. 1'his can be extended to the case where the
sampling depends un the regressors x. The density induced by the sampling
would then be:
(5) h(i, x) - p(il x, 8)q(x)
with q(x) ~ r(x). In this exogenou~ sampling case there is still no problem
in maximizing the logarithm of the likelihood function because the density
of x still factors uut.
Tu stress the reciprcical relation between H and Q we will also define
H(i) and 1,~,:
(6) Qe - ~ Q(z)
iE.7(a)
H,
(7) H(t) - Q(r) ~, -
eliG,J~a~ Qa
If, for no s, i E J(s), then H(i) - 0. H(i) is the marginal probability of
choice i induced by the choice-based sampling, or again somewhat loosely,
the sam.ple probability of choice i. It is not to be confuaed with the eample
frequency of choice i, H(i) -"' I~i„ - i];.iV. In the population the marginal
probability uf choice i is Q(i), but the sampling scheme multiplies this by
the sum of the bias factors H, ~ Q,. 'I'he essence of choice-based sampling
is that for some i the distortion factor ~,~iE~l,l H,~Q, differs from unity,
or, eyuivalentl,v, fvr sorne i, t.he population probability Q(i) is not equal to
the sample probability H(i). rI'he marginal probability that an observation
randonrly drawn from the population is in ,7(s) is Q,. Note that while the
H(i), H, and the Q(i) add up to one, the sum of the Q, does not have to
add up tu one.
T'he folluwing two exarnples will be used throughuut the paper to clarify
concepts.
fi
Example 1 Consider a model with two choicee i- 0, ] and two eamplee
s- 1,2. l~'ith probability H~ - h an observatíon is drawn from ,7(I) -{0}
and with probability HZ 1 h it ie drawn frorn J(2) -{ 1}. The populatíon
probability of choice i - 0 ie Q(0) - q. The density of the data is
9(s,i,x) - ~h
P(fllx B )li-~rl - h
P(1~x,B)~~r(x)9 J lI -9
This is an example of the pure choice-based sampling case. Each stratum
corresponds exacty to one choice and the distinction between s and i be-
comes irrelevant. The density is written as a function of i and x alone but
could also have been written as a function of s and x alone.
Example 2 Consider the model in, example 1 with an additional, third
subsample that consists of a random sample of the whole population. So
S- 3, Hl - hl, HZ - hZ and H3 - 1- h~ - hZ. The subpopulations are
,7(1) - {0}, ,7(2) - {1} and ~(3) - {0, 1}. The probabilities associated
with them Q1 - Q(1) - 9, QZ - Q(2) - 1 q and Qa - Q(1) f Q(2) - 1.
The density of the obaervations is in this case:
9(s,z,x) - [h' P(O~x,9)]~ ~.[ hZ P(I~x,B)]t . r(x) for s- 1,2
q 1-q
-(1 - hi - h2)P(O~x,B)'-`P(1~x,B)`r(x) for s- 3
Here the pure choice-based sample is augmented with a random sample of
the whole population. Now the distinction between the stratum s and the
choice i is a real one, as will becorne more apparent later. Note that in the
second example the Q, add up to 'l.
In the following it will be assumed that the investigator has a sample of
N observations. N, will denote the number of observations from subsample
s and N(i) the number of observations with choice i. Most of this paper
will deal with the case where i, s and x are all observed. Later other
cases will briefl,y be discussed. In the remainder of this paper the following
assumptions will be maintained throughout. Other assumptions will be
introduced when necessarv.
Assumption 2.1 x E X, X a compacl subset of ~i~. i E C, C a finite set
with A1 elcmen.ts B' ~ intO, (~ a com.part aub.~ct of ~}?K.
Assurnption 2.2 P(i~x,B) i.9 a tu~ice continuouely differentiable functíon
of B, an.d P and its first two derivatires with respect to B are continoua in
x for all B F U. P(i~x,B) -~ 0 for all i F C, x E X and B in an open
neighbourhood of B'.
Assurnption 2.3 For all (B,Q) ~( B',Q'), there ia an A C X, arz i E C
and an s E{ 1, ..., S} ~uch that
fa P(i~x,B)dR(x) ~ fAP(i~x,B')dR(x)
~i'E.7(e) Q(t~) ~i'c,~(s) Q'(Z~)
Sometimes the following, weaker version of this identification assumption
will be used:
Assumption 2.4 For all B~ B' there ia an A C X, an i E C euch that:
fAP(i~x,B)dR(x) ~ f~P(i~x,B')dR(x)
The data collection mechanism is the distinguishing feature of choice-
based sampling and therefore a few more remarks about it are warranted.
In the rnodel as it has been set up sotar, the indicator s of the stratum to
which the observation belongs is a random variable. Hence, N„ the total
number of observa,tions from sample s is also a random variable. In fact,
it has mean H; . N and variance Ka .(1 - H; ). 1V . In practice N, is often
not a random variable but a number fixed by the investigator prior to the
data collection. To apply large sample theor,y however, we need a model
for the data that goes beyond the current N observations. This model is
provided by the assumptiun that for all n~ n' the random variables a„
s„~ that indicate the strata fr~m which the observations are drawn, are
independent and identically distributed. The alternative is to work with
exact distribntions and condition on the value of N,. `I'his is in practice
impossible. 'I'he assumptions made here, on the other hand, are not very
restrictive. ~~'e estimate the parameters of interest (B, Q) jointly with the
parameters (H) of the multinomial distribution of s, or we use restrictions
on the latter paramet.ers if information about them is available. It will turn
r,ut thal informat,ion about H is relatively useless in any case, in the sense
that the asymptotic covariance matrix of estimators of B' and Q' is not
affected by it.
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2.2 The WESML Estimator
The ~~'eighted Exogenous Sampling Maximum Likelihood Estimator has
been pmposed by Manski and Lerman [22J. It estimates the parameters of
the conditional probability given knowledge of the marginal probabilitiea.
It w-as the first estimator for this problem and it is still appreciated for
its computational ease. In the original papPr the estimator was introduced
in the pure choíce-baaed eampling ca~e, where each stratum corresponds
to exactly to one choice. There are differerrt ways to extend it to the
general sampling framework. Therefore I wi11 first give the pure choice-
based sampling case and then discuss the merits of various extensions.
IVtanski and Lerman propose maximizing the weighted log likelihood
function
(g) LMt,(B) - ~ Q~(Zn) ln P(inlxn,B)
„-) H'(in)
The estimator can be interpreted as a method oí moments estimatorZ with
moment vector
Q'(i) 1 r)P .
(9) tG(B,i,x) - H'(i) P(ijx 9) áe (
r~x'B)
Taking the expectation of this function evaluated at B' over the sample
density
K~(~)
(10) g(t,x) - Q,(i)P(tlx,B')r(x)
gives zero under assumptions 2.1-2.5 as can be checked easily. g(i, x) in
(10) is a special case of (4) with M-.S, S; - 1 for all i E C, implying
that there is a function S(i) : fl1 -i {1,'1,...,5} satisfying QSI,I - Q(i)
and HS~;I - H(i) for all i.
The weights in the name WESML are the Q'(i)~H'(i), often denoted
by w(i). Observations that are of a type that occur more often in the
sample than in the population are given lower weight than the observations
that are undersampled. This is similar to the wa,y in which surveys are
made representative for a larger population. There, groups that are under-
~for a brief descrip[ion of inethod ~f muments e5Um8t10R see the appendix
~~
~~r over represented have weights greater or smaller than unity associated
with them to make the weighted sample resemble the population closer in
characteristics.
Alternatively, one could write the weights in this case as Q;~H;. Strata
that are over-represented have a relatively low weight.
The extension to general sampling schemes can be done in different
ways. Consider the scures for the random sampling likelihood multiplied
by weights w(i, s) that can depend on both the choice i and the stratum s:
(11) t[i(9,i,s,x) - p ~I's~) ~B (i~x,e)
( x,
Its expectatiun over the density induced by the sampling scheme, evaluated
at the true parameter values is:
ar
(12) Egy (9' a s x) - fX ~ ( ~
[ w~t ( ) Q
(i')J 8B
(i~x, B' )r(x)dx
s-1 Le~iE.7(s~ Li~E.Í e
A sufRcient condition for this expectation to be zero is 'hat t~te expression
between the square brackets is equal to a constant, independent of i:
(13) ~ ` - -fí" ~) w(i,s) - I
e~iGf(el L i~E.7(e) `K.(Z )
where the constant is normalized to one. Solutions for w(i, s 1 are numerous3
I. llllli9) - Qa~(I~e `~i)
2. w(i,s) - Q'(i)~H'(i)
3. w(i, s) - 1 fur s - S(i) and 0 elsewhere, where S(i) : C~{1, 2, ..., S}
is an arbitrary function, satisíying i~,7(S(i)).
A special case uf the latter uccurs if one uf the strata (say the first) consists
uf the whule chuiceset C and onlf~ the observations oí that stratum are
given any weight: ,7(1) - C., S(i) - ] bi. One effectively throws away al]
3If the sampling is purelr' choice-based, i.e. one stratum s per choice i, they all reduce
to w~in, snl - (~(zn~~Hlin~
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„hscr~~nti„ns t.hat ~rc n„t frc,m ih,~ rancl„rn srrhsarnple. An casy, but clearly
uc,t ~.ery etlicient, sulntiun t„ thr pr,rblern uf choice - based sampling.
Vb~ithin the class of weights defined by ( 13) we can search for the moet
efFicient one. This turns out to be a weighting scheme that does not involve
the stratum s.







with w(., .) ín the cla~e defined 6y (13J hae a aeymptotic covariance ma-
trix ~mafler than the covariance malrix of the e~timator that ha~ weighte
w(i,e) - Q'(i)~H'(i)
Proof: see appendix
In principle more general weighting schemes are possible. The score
for the random sampling likelihood has expectation zero conditional on
x. Hence we can multiply any weight in the class defined by (13) by a
function of x to obtain another set of weights that will give moments with
zero expectation.
Exarnple 1(continued) The weighls for thie eampling acheme are a func-
tion of i alone:
w(0) - h
w(1) - 1 4
1-h
Example 2(continued) Three of the poaaible weighting achemea are:
w(0,1) - 9~(2hi)
w(1,~) - Í1 - 4)~(~hz)
w(0,3)- w(1,3) - 1~((2-(1 - ht - hZ))
or:
11
v~(ll s) - q for s- 1'l "3
'~ h,fq-(1-h, -hZ) , ,
w 1, s - - 1 -




w(0,1) - w(1,2) - 0
w(0,3) - w(1,3) - 1
In the second case of the second example the weights are the same as in
the first example if the sample proportion there were equal to h- h, t
q.(1 - h, - hz). This is the most efficient of the three weighting schemes.
It may come as a surprise that the most effiicient weighting scheme in this
class ignores some information. 'I'his may even lead one to believe that this
particular information, namely the stratum from which an observation is
drawn, is irrelevant. This is not true as will become more apparent later.
To give some intuition for the fact that the knowledge of s does contain
informatiun cunsider the fulluwing randum variable that can be defined in
the secund example:
(q - 1(i - 0]~ - I~s - 3]
This compares the probability of a choice 0 observation in the third stratum
with the occurence with such an observation. It has expectation zero and
could be used as a specification test or to increase efficiency. it could not
be used if one did not knuw the stratum from which an observation was
drawn.
ln their paper (21] 1~lanski and Lerman do not discuss the role of H'
in great depth. Cosslett showed that there was a complication. If one uses
H(j) - ~n-r I~i„ - j]~N instead uf H'(j) in (8) one increases efficiency.
The asymptotic covariance matrix given in ~21] is that based on H'. To
get the covariance matrix fur the more efficient estimator one should use
G1~1M theory with the moments
~(t~,e,i,s,~)i - Q~(~~ . - 1 --~P(iI~,H)H(z) :'(i~r B) 8B
12
V~(H,B,i,s,x)z; - H(J) - l~i - J] .7 - 1,...,ll~l - 1
[n affe:ct une auginents the parameter space with the t1f - 1 probabilities
H(j). Later this iinintnit.ive result that using the probahility limit of a
parameter rather than the estimate itself reduces efficiency will be presented
in a different light.
2.3 The CML Estimator
The Conditional Maximum Likelihood Estimator was proposed by Manski
and McFadden ( 23] in their survey of estimation techniques for choice-
based samples. Despite the fact that the information in pure choice-based
samples is in the conditional distribution of the exogenous variables x given
i, Lhc~y luuk at thc i~~nrlitiunal distributiun of i given x. In the pupulation
this is P(i~x,B) but the biased sampling has changed this to:
(14) 9(t~x! - M
( z~x,A')H~(z)~~~(z)--
~j-~ P(7~x,e~)H~(7~~Q~(7)
The marginal density of x in the population, r(x), has factored out, just as
in the random sampling case. Part of the potential loss ín efficiency stems
from the treatment of x as exogenous4 while there is no cut in the likelihood
function. The para.meter of interest, B, enters the conditional distribution
of i given x as well as the marginal distribution of x. In fact, the marginal
density of x is
(15) 9(x~ - ~ H(~ ~ ~ P(7~x,e)r(x)
~-1 Y~ jE.Ílsl
and that clearly involves B. Nevertheless, one can still base inference on
the cunditional likelihood function.
Manski and McFadden propose maximizing the conditional likelihood:
N P(inlxn,e)H'(tn),`K'(Zn)(is) LMM(e) - ~ ln - ~, P(~Ixn,e)H'(~)IQ'(~)n-1 ~j-l
4for a discussion o( exogeneitv see F,nqle, Hendrv and Richard ~10).
1 :;
Again the estimator can be interpreted as a method of moments estimator.
The associated score vector is
~
(l~) ~IA,i,r) r3B(~~~~x'~)l ix B'( ~ , )
hr 8P H'(j) l ~CM H~(.7) l
- [~, áe(jlx,e)Q'(J)J,L'L;P(j~x,e)Q'(j)J
A different route can also bring one to this estimator. Later the particular
form of the estimator arrived at via this route will prove useful in comparing
the CIV'IL estimator and the new estimator. Consider the joint probabilit,y
of s and i given x. It is equal to
(18) 9(~,s~x) - Ht~x,e)Hs~Q,.
[~` s ~`
-l-~s-] ~ L.jE.7(a) P(.Ï I xi e)
`KK a
The score vector associated with the conditional likelihood based on g(s, i~x)
is
(19) ~(s, z , x) - 8B (xl x' B) P(i~x, B)
-~~ Q: ~ aé (j I x, B)~, ~~ q~ ~ P(~ I x, B)~a- 1 s jE~(s~ s-] s jE.7(s~
It might seem at first that these estimators, the one with score vector (17)
and the one with score vector (19), are very different. Thie is not the caee.
The ratio of ( 18) t~ the probability ~,f i given x givee the probability of s
given i a.nd x. lt can be written as:
(20) s(sl i~ x - f l) Qr, L~i,~(~~ Q~ J
If we do not know (~( j) the parameters of this dístribution would contain
information. But the C1~1L rneth~d is only applicable if we do know the
marginal population probabilities and in that case the conditional distri-
bution of s given i and r is uninformative. Therefore maximization of the
conditional likelih~,~~d uf s and i given x leads to exactl,y the same estimator
as the one based on maximization of the conditional likelihood of i given x
as given in (14).
I.l
Example 1(continued) The ~core vector associated with this sampling
e~h~inr and Ihc ('ll~1L ~~sfimnfor es
~3 P I
~~~8'i'~~ ~ t~B(r~x'B)P(iix,B)
[hÍ9 - (1 - h)~(1 - 4)~~(O~x,B)
P(O~x,B)h~q t P(1~x,B)(1 - h)~(1 - q)
Example 2(continued) In this case the score vector ia the same as for
the first example with h replaced by hl ~- q.(1 - hl - ha). It can alao 6e
based on g(s,i~x) and in that case it would be written as:
~(B,i,x)- ~B(i~x'B)P(i~x,B)
[h,lq - hz~(1 - q)1~(Olx,e)
P(OIx,B)hr~4 -F P(1~x,B)hz~(1 - q) -~ 1- hr - hz
Again the randomness of the third subsample is not used. Note that the
expectation of (17) is zero conditional on x. One could therefore multiply
it by any function o[ x and the parameters to obtain another moment
vector that could be used for estimation purposes ( subject to regularity
conditions as those on the Jacobian of the transformation). For the model of
example 1 the moment vector for the WESML estimator could be obtained
by multiplying the moment vector of the CML estimator by
H(0) ' H( ~ )
[f~(~) ~d(o)1. P(olx,B) - ~(o) . H(1)
9memiya and Vuong [3J compare the asymptotic covariance matrices of the
CML and WESML estimators. They find that CML is at least as efficient
as WESML, i.e. the difference between the asymptotic covariance matrix
of the WESML estimator and that of the CML estimator is a positive
semi-definite matrix. However, Cosslett finds that both estimators can be
improved upon by replacing the true parameter values H' of the sampling
design by their maximum likelihood estimates or sample frequencies H. In
the same way as was done for the WESML estimator in the last section,
one can derive the asyrnptotic covariance matrix for the improved CMI.
estimator by considering the GMM estimator for 8 and H based on the
moments
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(~I) ~(e,ll,i,x) aé(~~~'a)f ~~ë'( I , )
~ZZ) ~z~(B,H,i,
- [~ ae (J~r,e)Q ~J)J,L~L; P(7~x,e)Q (7)~;-i
- H(J) - Ili - ~]
'I'he modified estimators can in general not be ranked by comparing the
asymptotic covariance matrices.
2.4 The PML Estimator
Cosslett ( 7,8,9] proposed the Pseudo Maximum Likelihood Estimator. Con-
sider the likelihood function based on the density function ( 4). It cannot
directly be maximized over the parameter space and the space of densities
r(x). If one replaces the density r(an) by a set of discrete weights rn, such
that ~n--1 r„ -- 1 and rn ? 0, maximization is possible. One would obtain
the following program:
N r i
(23) max ~ ln I
H,,, P(in ixn, B)rn 1 subject to ~ rn - 1
6.r„ l~ ~N Í~(21I2n~, e) rn~ J n-1n-1 i~E.Í(enl n~-1
'I'his is off course no longer a proper likelihood but at least it can be max-
imized. The solution of the maximization over rn and B turns out to be
equivalent to the solution of the problem
N ~(sn)plZn~xn,~)(2~) rnax max ~ In [~ S - - - -- -
6E() aF-.A, n-1 Le-1 ~(3) r7E.i(c) P( J I~n, e)
wherr
A 1 -. ! ,~ ,~ R.s ~` ~ 0, ~, f~ ~`(S) ~ P(.1~xn, B)] - N~n-1 s-1 ~E,~(e)
~ has to be normalized in this maximization. The particular normalization
chosen here will later facilitate comparisons with other estimators. This
estimator does not require knowledge of Q'. Note that H' does not feature
in it. The consistency of this ~stiT~~tor has tr~ be proven directly. In the
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interpretation as maximum likelihood estimator it has more parameters,
(N t K), than there are observations, (N). The nuisance parameters .~(a)
have probability limit H; ~Q; for s- 1, 2, . .., S. The asymptotic proper-
ties for this estimator are most easily derived by writing it as a method
oí moments estimator. To do that with the particular nomalization cho-
sen, it is convenient to add H as a parameter. Aa long as the ~ and B
maximizing ( 24) are interior solutions, they can also be characterized by
N (H B~ i s x )- 0 with ~icl -(~i ~z ~á)tt and~,i-t ~C1 t t t nt nt n t
(25) ~1(~tets,~,x) - P(iÍx B) c3B (rÍx'~)
-[~-~(~) ~- ~á(,~x,e)~~[~~(~) ~ P(jÍx,a)Jt-1 ~E9(t) t-1 iE.~it)
(26) ~G2(~,B,H,s,t,x)t -
Ht - [ ~ P(JÍx,e)1,L~ ~(st) ~ P(j~xte),~(t) ~E~lt~
(27) ~Gs(H,9)t - I [s - ~~ - Ht
Cosslett proves that the estimator for B' is efficient in the class of asymp-
totically unbiased estimators.
In the case that Q' is known, Cosslett proposes maximization of the
same function, (23), under the restriction that for all j E C, we have












The same prublerns with pro~.ing cunsistency and asymptotic normality as
above apply. Note that in contrast to the function maacimized beíore, (24),
this objective function does not depend on the stratum indicators e. Once
the population proportions Q are known these do not contain information
anymore. The dimension of .~ has changed from S to M. The probability
limit is in this case H'(i)~Q'(i). The limit is the ratio of the sampling
and population probabilities of the choices rather than of the strata as in
the previous case. A method of moments representation of the estimator is
possible with the rnoments ~iCZ -(~~~ ~Z)' defined by
1 aP(29) ~,(~,e,i~,~) - --(ilx,e)P(i~~,e) ae
"~ aP "'
~ ~~, ~(j ) ~B (j I", ~)~ ~ ~~- ~(7 )P(J I ~, 8)~; -~ ,-,
(30) TVz(~,8~~); -
[P(j~x,H) - P(111~x,B)Q~(7)IQ`(Ar)1,L.~ ~(j~)P(7~~x~e)]
, -r
and a(AI) -(1 -~,Mi' ~(j)Q'(j))~Q'(M). If H' were known, the prob-
ability limit of a would aleo be known. Coselett provee however that hie
estimator of B' is efficient, independent of the information on H' available.
This is only possible if asymptotically a and B are uncorrelated, which in
fact is the case. The computational difficulties stem from the very differ-
ent nature of the parameters of the optimization program, ~ and B. Most
optiniizal.ion algorithms treat all parameters in the same way and in this
case that does not wurk very well.
Ií one subsitutes the probabilit,y limit of .1 into (28), and maximizes this
function over B one obtains the in general inefficient CML estimator. This
could not happen if (28) were a proper likelihood function with parameters
~ and B. [t dr7es suggest a. way though to reduce the dimensionality of
the computational problem of solving rn ~~iCZ(~, B, i,,, s,,, x„) - 0 without
losing efhiciency. One could add the moment (30), evaluated at the prob-
ability limit of .~, H` ~Q', to the score for the CML likelihood, (17) to get
an efficient method of n~~ornents es'':;iat~ir.
1H
One would still be left with completely separate estimation procedures
for the case with known and the case with unknown Q. This cannot be
remedied by using the meth~d of moments estimator based on the moments
(25), (26) and (27) with K; ~Q; substituted in for ~(s). That would give
an inefficient estimator for B.
Exarnple 1(coutiuued) thc funclion to be maxirnized in C'osslett's pro-
cedure for the unknown (ql rnodel is:
N ~P(o~xn B)~(1)~ ~-~n ~~,(llxn e)~(2)~;.
LC1(9,~) - In~
~(1)P(o~xn,e) f ~(2)P(l~xn,e)n-1
for the known Q model the objective function is:
~cz(B, ~) ln ~ P(6I~n,
e) ' -~" P(1 I2n, B)~..
~-~ a(i)P(ol~n,é) ~ a(~)P(il~n)
Example 2(continued) The objective function for the unknown Q case
is for this rnodel
Lc,(B,~)-1n~ P(6~xn,e)I-tnP(llx,e)`n~(9n)
n-~ a(1)P(olxn,e) f a(2)P(llxn,e) -~ a(s)
and for the known Q case:
~~2(e,a) -- ln ~ á~i~~P~ojxn9é~j ~t-a(2)P(11)~,.,e)
Notice that for the known Q case the two sampling schemes give exactly
the same estimators. The fact that there are different strata does not
affect the form oí the estimator once the marginal choice probabilities are
known. In this context it is worth noting that if Q(0) is not known, it
would be identified non-parametrically in the second example but not in
the first. In the second example a non-parametric estimator for Q(0) would
be ~~ ~ I[sn - 3~ . I~x„ - O~,~n-~ I[sn - 3[. It is therefore clear that the
estimation problems are very different for the two examples in the case that
the population shares are not known.
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3 An ef~icient GMM Estimator for Choice-
based Samples
In this section the new estimator will be discussed. The strategy is as
follows: first it will be assumed that the regressors x have a discrete distri-
bution with known paints of support. This is off course very restrictive but
it enables one to use standard rnaximum likelihood theory. In particular
the Cra.mér-Rao bound can be calculated and used as an efftciency bound.
Potential restrictions in the form of knowledge of the marginal probabilities
can easil}~ be incorporated in this case.
The maximum likelihood estimator for the discrete regressor case can
be written in such a way that the knowledge of the points of support is
not used explicitly. It turns out that the estimator remains valid even if
the distribution of x is continous. Efficiency will be proven for this esti-
mator in the general case. The theory behind the Cramér-Rao bound is
no longer applicable and therefore a generalization of this concept from
Hájek ~13], used in the econometric literature by Chamberlain ~5,6], will
be applied. One difference with Chamberlains results deserves mention.
Chamberlain obtains the result that if one has conditional moment restric-
tions, one has tc, increase the number of moments with the sample size to
reach efiicienc,y. I{ere we do have conditional moment restrictions but the
number oí moments needecí Cor efficiency is fixed ( it will turn out to be
K f M f S- 1). The intuition is that because those moments that are
conditional restrictions, are derived as scores to the conditional likelihood
function, thev c~,ntain all the inCormation that is in the conditional model.
To give some intuition for the wa,y in which assuming a discrete distri-
bution can lead on~ to estimators that are valid and efficient even if the
distribution is in fact cuntinuuus, consider the following example. It is
similar ti, one in Chamberlain ~i5~. Suppose one is interested in the prob-
ability that a random variable z is positive, b- Pr(z ~ 0). Ií z is known
to have a discrete distributic,n with points of support {z', zz, .., z~}, and
with unknown pmbabilities {p~ ;..., p~ }. one could estimate b on the ba-
sis of N independent observations { z i, zZ, . .. , zN } by maximum likelihood
techniques as:
ll)
~ ~ ~ I~Zn - Zml - ~r ~ ``Zn , oI
m~rm ~.0 n-I I~ n-1
In the last representation of the estimatnr it does not depend explicitly on
the points of support, only on the realized observations. It can also be used
as an estimator for b if z does not have a discrete distribution. In fact,
whatever the distribution of z, b is a. very good estimator, and efficient in
a sense tu be defined later.
3.1 The Case with Discrete Exogenons Variables
'.L~he subject uf this section is the case where :r has a discrete distribution.
This will allow one to use standard Maximum Likelihood theory. Few
formal prooís of consistency and asymptotic properties of estimators will
be given in this section. The main point here, as indicated earlier in the
introduction to section 3, is to use Maximum Likelihood theory to guide
one to an estimator that will be used outside the Maximum Likelihood
framework.
Assumption 3.1 x is a di~crete random nariable with probability a,,, -~ 0
at x'n Jor m. - I,'l, .. , l,, and the nzas.~poinl.~ xm, elements of an. Euclidean
epace, are knotvn. 1, ia larqer than l1~1.
An observation ( s,i,x) can now be written as (s,i,l), where l indicates the
x type of the observation. The log likelihood function for the observations
(9nrtniln)n-1 ls:
N
(31) L(H,~r,9) - ~ ln H,,, ~- ln P(in~x~n,t)) f lnntR
n-1
L
- ln ~ ~ ~mPI.~ITm~e)
7E.i(~n) m-1
7rL ls shorthand for 1-~i~~ ai. The likelihood equations corresponding to
this problem are:
ÓL n I [.9n - tJ - J~sn-- SI
(32) --(H,~r,B) - ~ -- -H,s8H~ n-, N~
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(33~ aL ( H ~r B) - ~ f ~~~n - ~m' - 1 ]~~n - ~~]
a7rm
) l
n- 1 ~m ~L
j [~ L l
} I ~ r(.iI~LvB) - P(.~Ixm~B~~,~. L ~~m'P(JIxmI ~B)J
LJE.7(sn] JE.7(~n] m'-1
aL N aP ~n
(34~ áe ~H' ~' B) -~ áe (Zn~x ' B~ P(inlx'n, e)n-~




IE.T(sn) m-r lE."7(~n) Tn-1
Let ff , ~r and B be thc nlaximum likelihood estimators and assume
that they are the unique solutions to the system obtained by setting the
likelihood equations equal to zero. In this discrete regressor framework the
maximum likelihood estimator for Q(j) is:
G
(35) Q(1) - ~ ~~P(j ~~~, B)
~-1
We can draw a few conclusions from these scores. The fact that the deriva-
tives BL~aB and 8L~8n do not depend on H implies that the aeymptotic
covariance matrix has a block diagona] structure. Asymptotically H and
B are uncorrelated and knowledge of H does not enhance our ability to
estimate B, n or frlnctions thereof. This is not surprising and it holds for
other estimators than the above. Independent of the amount of information
one has about t.he functions P(j~x) and the vector Q, H' will optimally be
estirnatPd by ff, statisfying Il~ - ~n-~ Iis„ - t]~1V. The covariance matrix
of ~N(H If') only depends on H'. Ií the covariance of H and any esti-
mator B of B' and Q of Q' were non- zero, knowledge of B' and Q' would
reduce this variance. That is impossible since it is the variance that would
apply even if one knew the functiuns P(j~x) and Q exactly. Therefore, H is
independent of any estimator of B' and Q' and knowledge oí H' can ne~.er
help one to estimate them more accurately. However, it will be convenient
to treat N the same way as t; c nth~; parameters B and Q. One should
~
Z~~
bear in mind that even ii H, were known, there would be no harm in doing
so.
The next step is to transform the parameter vector into one that in-
cludes Q. This serves three purposes. Firstly, the system oí equations
describing the maximum likelihood estirnators in the transformed model
has a recursive structure. This will imply that in order to calculate B one
has to solve a system of K-~ M- 1 eyuations. This is a significant reduction
from the K f L 1 dimensional system that has to be solved to obtain B
at this moment, assuming that the number of points of support of x, L, is
much larger than the number of choices, M. Secondly, it will provide an
easier framework for analyzing estimation with restrictions on Q. In the
transformed model it will be a conventional maximum likelihood estima-
tion problem with linear restrictions on the parameters. Thirdly, and moet
importantly, the estimators for B' and Q' can, after the transformation, be
written in a form that does not require knowledge of the points of support.
Define the (1L1 - 1) x L dimensional matrix V to be the matrix with
typical element
(3fi) ti,t - P(i~x~,B')
Partition V into ( L ó V, ) with Ló a squarr: matrix. `1'he condition that
will allow us to do the desired transformation is that Vo is non-singular,
possibly after reordering the points of support. Assume that this condition
is satisfied. Partition rr into (nl rr2) with dim(~rl) - ll~f - 1 and dim(~r~) -
L- ILI. The Jacobian of the transíormation from the vector (H 9 zrl ~2)
to (H Q B ~z) is non-zero as a consequence of the above condition. The





where ~-(~i ~z ~á ~á)~ `Nith tlil an S- 1 vector, ~z an M- 1 vector, ~i3
a K vector and ~t(~q an L - 11~I vector with typical elements:
(3g) ~t(H,B,~z,Q,i,s,l)t - Ht - I[s - t~
(39) li'z(H,B,~z,Q,i,s,l); - Q(7) - P(.7~x1.9
f~ H~.'E.~(t) P(i' I x~, B) ~
l t-t t ~s'E.i(t) K(L J
Z.~
i)( I ~
(40) ~a~1~,B,~z,Q,i,9~t.) - á8(i~~x ~B)P(i~xt B~
jI 5 Ht~.~E~(t) í~(L,Ixr~e)1,L~Ht~~'E.7(t)P(t~lxt~e)J
- `~ ~i'E.7(t) Q(t ~ e-1 `i'E9(t) Q(1 ~
5 ( ) P(i~~xr B~
~l rI 'E9 t v
(~1) ~4(H~B.~2iQ~tfs~~lm - ~2m - I[xr - xm],l~Ht Q(L,~t-1 ~i'E.'1(t)
The first three parts of the rj~ vector do not depend on ~2. They can
therefore be solved seperately as a function of H, Q and 9. Since the
solution for H is trivial, the system that has to be solved to obtain B is
reduced to a K~- llI - 1 dimensional one. Note that the only way in which
the moments (38}-(40) depend on the mass points is via the observed x
values. 'This is very similar to the example in the introduction to section
3. It implies that the iVlaximum Likelihood estimators for Q, H and B can
be calculated without knowing apriori what the masspoints of the random
variable r are. In fact it will be seen in section 3.1 that one does not even
need the assumption that x has finite support.
The three moments have clear interpretations. When evaluated at
Q- Q' and H- H', the third moment ~i3 is equal to the acore for
the conditional likelihood of i and s given x. Compare (40) with (19). If
the sampling scheme were random (say S- 1 and ,Í(1) - C~ the second
moment would compare the marginal probability with the average of the
conditional probabilities. The choice-based sampling scheme implies that
before tlie comparison can be made the conditional probabilitíes have to
be weighted to correct for the sampling induced bias. The first moment,
~r is easy to interpret but it is difficult to explain why it has to be in the
moment vector. The importa.nce is clear from Cosslett's [7,8,9] result that
using sarnple freyuencies instead of t,he true H' in the WESML and CML
estimators increases et~iciency. It is also clear that using optimal method
of moments estimation with ~~( H', B, Q, ~rz ~ is at least as efficient as the
estimator defined above (which is the method of moments estimator with
moments ~~( H, B, Q, ~rz )). [~~rr the moment the explanation will be left open.
It is easier to discuss in an explicit method of moments framework rather
than the maximum likelihood :': amPwork we are currently using.
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The other advantage of the trans[urmation alluded to earlier is the ease
with which information about Q can be incorporated. Before the transfor-
mation this would have amounted to a maximization in K~ L~- S- 2 space
with Al 1 restrictions. N~w it will turn out tn involve a maximization
in K I S 2 space. The following lemma. gives an efficient way of using
restrictions on some parameters if one has the recursive structure we have
derived above. Note that the structure is very similar to that analyzed by
Newey [24~ in his discussion of sequential estimators.
Lemma 3.1 Suppoee the maximum likelihood eetimator of a vector ~ with
Q-(~i Qz Qá)r can 6e characterized by
N
~ hl(rQl,~2i~n) - ~
n-1
N ,1
~ h2(F~liN2eF'3fxn) - ~
n-1
with dim(hl) - dim(Ql) f dim(QZ) and dim(hz) - dim(Q3). Then, the
optimal conatrained method of momenta e~timator for fjl given (jz - 0 óaeed
on minimization of
1 N 1 N
( r q
N ~ hllQl, ~, xn) ' AIV . N hl(Nl f ~, xn)
n-1 n-1
where AN ~ Ehl . hi, has the same aeymptotic covariance matrix as the
con~trained maximum likelihood eetimator. In other worda, it achievee the
Cramér-Rao lower bound.
proof: see appendix
The relevance for the problem analyzed in this section is clear. If one
has linear restrictions of the forms 6iQ f 62H f 63B - bo, and if one is only
interested in estimation of B', Q' or H' or a subset thereof, one does not
need to resort to maximizing the constrained likelihood function. It is as
sIn practice the most useful restriction included in this class is Q- Q', the case
analyzed in great detail by Manski and Lerman(22~, Manski and McFadden[23] and by
CossleU ~7~ as a special case
z~
efficient asymptotically, in the sense of the covariance matrix, to estimate
these parameters with the method of moments, using (38)-(40) as moments.
One pruvision is that because there are more moments than free parameters,
that is, because there are binding restrictions, one has to weigh the moments
optimally.
Now the relevance oí the first moment, ~1 in (38), or equivalently the
issue of using H or H' can be studied more conveniently. Define the fol-
lowing method of moments estimatorss all conditional on the true value for
Q.
B1 the method of moments estimator for B' using ~(i3(H', B, Q', i, a, l) as
moments. This is the CML estimator as proposed by Maneki and
McFadden [22~.
Bz the method oí moments estima.tor for B' using ~3(H', B, Q', i, s, l) and
~~ ( H', 9, Q', i, s, l) as moments
B3 the method of moments estimator for B' based on joint estimation
with H, using ~~(H,B,Q',i,s,l) and ~3(H,B,Q',i,s,l) as moments.
This is the irnproved version oí the CML estimator as proposed by
Cosslett.
Using the asymptotic covariance matrix as the criteriurn, one can rank
these estimators. Use the notation B' r B' if the difference between the
covariance rnatrix of e~ and thP covariance matrix of 9` is a positive semi-
definitP matrix, B' - B` if the difference is positive definite and B' ~- 8'
if thf: a.symptotic cuvariance rnatrices a.re equal. BZ r B' because B~ uses
more moments for the same parameters. 82 :Y 63 because 8~ uses the same
moments but estimates fewer parameters. However, since knowledge of
H' was proven to be of no value in estimating B', B3 -r B~. Therefore
Bs ~ B' . The issue now is why 9Z ?- B' and B3 ~ B' in general. An example
from SUR (Seemingl,y Unrelated Regression) might clarif,y that. Consider
the problem of estimating one parameter (a) on the basis of observations
(y,,,E„)nt, with the following structure:
5wíth the method n{ mnrnents estimatr,r fnr ~3' nn the hasis of the moments h(z, f3~ we
mean thr minimand nf a yuadratic fnrm h, 5Jn , h(z,,,~)' .~~N . N ~~-, h(z,,,(3~ where
CN at I?h(,,d') h(z Ft-1,
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E~ y e o ~- 0
E( y- a E
~ ~ y E ~ ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~
The variance of ~N(á - a) based on the s:rgle moment y-~ is 1. If both
moments are used, this can be reduced to 1- p2, despite the fact that the
additional moment does not contain any unknown parameters. The effect
comes purely írom the correlation of the moments. In the problem under
consideration the extra moment H~ 1[s„ - l~ might add efficiency via t,he
cocrelation with the other moments.
3.2 The General case
In the previous section it was assumed that x had a discrete distribution
with known, finite support. In that case the maximum likelihood estimatore
for B', H', Q' and n were derived. It turned out that the estimators for the
parameters of interest, B' and Q' could be calculated by solving a smaller
set of equations that did not involve ~r. In this section it will be shown that
these eyuations can be used to give an efficient estimator even if x is not a
discrete random va.riable. Assumption 3.1 will be replaced by the following:
Assumption 3.2 x ís a randorn variable tvith diatribution ~tcnction R(x~
and óounded support X.
The typical observation is now the triple (s,i,x) E {1,'1,...,5} x C x X.
The first step is to rewrite the moments (38)-(40) slightly. llefine ~-
(~~~ ~(i2 ~3)', with ~(~~ an .S 1 vector, ~(~2 an It1 - 1 vector and ~t(~3 a K vector
with typical elements:
(42) ~t~ii(11,9,Q,í,s,x)t - Ht I~s - t[
S , P i' x B




(44) ~'s(H,B,Q~i~s~x) - 8B(i~x.8)P LIx.B( )
'l ï
~~ H ~~~E9(c) ~(r ~~' ~)~ ~ ~~ Hc
~~~E9(e) p (i~~x~ B)~
r-7 ~ ~i'E9(t) Q(Z~) e-1 ~i'E.I(t) Q(Z')
In section 3.1 these moments were derived from likelihood equations. There-
fore it was immediate that they had expectation zero. Here their validity
as moments suitable for usage in a method of moments procedure has to
be established directly. For all three of them it is easy to check that the ex-
pectation over the distribution induced by the sampling scheme, (for good
order, g(s, i, x) in (4)) is zero.
With these moment equations and a possibly stochastic weight matrix
CN the objective function RN(B,Q,H) can be defined as:
1 N 1 N
(45) N~, ~!~(H, e , Q, in, 9 n, ~n)~ ~ CIV - N~~(H, e, Q,
n-1 n-1
,sn,xn)
We will use the following shorthand: y-(H' 8' Q')' and y' accordingly.
Define:




o a( H, B, Q, )
Assumption 3.3
l. ~o is non singular
2. I'r, hns fnll rn.nk (- K f R1 t.S 'l )
lf assumption 3.3.1 is not (ulfilled one should leave out some oí the moments.
Some of them are perfectly correlated and some therefore do not contribute
any information. If the other assumption does not hold then asymptotic
normality will be a problem. This is a rare problem though. Note that
irlt`nt.iiicatiun is alrcacly Kuarautc~rcl liy the assumptions rnadP in section
~ ~sr,.
'I'hc r,st.iina.trrr ~ ~rf ~' ís detinecl as Lhc~ niini~nand rif IiN(y) over the
Cartesian pruduct r,f tlie sets {H ~~i'` r~0 - H, ~- 1, 0 `- ~„-i H, C 1},
{Q E~2M-`~0 ~ Q(j) `~ I, 0-~ ~Mi'Q(j) ~ 1} and O. The following
theorem gives its properties.
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'1'heuretn 3.2 .~uppoae thaf as.~umptiona 2.1 '1..~ and 3.2-9.y hold. Then
the eetimator -y for y' convergee almoet ~urely to ry' and satisfte~:
`~(y - ry~) ~--~ N~~~ ~ó ~Jo~~ t~
If we parlition ry and r~, in
~ 7i ~ ro - ( rot roz )
1'z
then we can e~timate ry~ in the caee ryZ ie known with the minimand ry, of
RN(y,, y2 ) . y, converge~ almost eurely to ~yi and it sati~fiee:
~(7t -Yi) ~ N~~,(rótCorot) 1rótCo~oCoroi(rotCorui)-1~
proof: see appendix
The optimal method of moments estimator is the one with Co, the limit
of the weight matrix equa] to vó'. In that case the covariance matrix
reduces to (ról,~á'ro, )-' for the restricted case. It is this estimator that
will be analyzed as a candidate for efficiency.
Example 1 (continued) The moment equations for thía sampling acheme
for the new eatimator are:
t(i,(h,9,9,s,i,x) - h - I[s - 1]
P(O~x,9)
tGz(h,9,4,s,i,x) - 4- P(O~x,6)h~q i- P(1~x,B)(1 - h)~(1 - 4)
8P 1
~a(h,e,9,s,i,x) - -( i~x,e) .
89 P(i~x,B)
8P
(i I x, B) --- h~4
-(1 - h)~(1 - 9)
óB P(O~x,B)h~q f P(1~x,B)(1 - h)~(I -- q)
Exarnple 2(continued) The moment equatione for the sampling acheme
of this example are:
~t(h,,hz,B,q,s,i,x), - h,- I[s - 1~
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T~i Í hi, h z, B, q, S , i, x )z - hz - 113 - 2.
P(O~x, 9)
~Gz~h~,hz,e,9,s,t,x) - q- p(p~x,e)h1~4 } P(l~x,e)hz~(1 - 4) -~ 1
r~ F' 1
~(~;~(h.i,hz,~~9,.4,~~r) - ~jB(~~~'~)I'(z~x,8)
dP(i~x B) h1~9 - hz~(1 - 9)
8B P(O~x,B)h,~q f P(1~x,B)hz~(1 - q) -}- 1
The difference between the two sampling schemes in these examples ie the
additional moment equation ~lz. The form of the moment equations does
not change with the potential restrictions on the parameters as was the
case with the estimators proposed by Cosslett.
In the last section it was shown that the estimator achieved the Rao-
Cramer lower bound. Here, we are not in a Maximum Likelihood frame-
work so we cannot t ise this bound directly. Instead, we will use a efficiency
concept from Hajek ~13~, used by Chamberlain ~5,6] to prove efficiency of
Method of Moment estimators. The idea behind this Local Asymptotic
Minimax concept is that we louk at the expected loss for a particular esti-
mator while letting the true value of the parameter vary over a small neigh-
bourhood. An estimator is efficient in this sense if there is no estimator
that does better everywhere in this neighbourhood. In this particular case
we let, as did Chamberlain, also the distribution of x vary over neighbour-
hoods that will be defined shortl,y. Then it will be shown that no estimator
does better than the one defined in theorem 3.2 in the neighbourhood of
the true distribution of x and the true parameter values of B and Q. In
the appendix the efficiency concept and its relevance will be discussed in
greater depth.
Let II denote the space of probability measures over the set 2. Then a
neighbourhood F~ of a measure F is:
(46) {(; F- Il~~~~6;d(: I b;dl.'i~ ~ f;,J - I,...,K}
for some cuntinuuus functions b~ with f',~b~~~dF ~, oo. In words, two distri-
butions are close to each othPr ~f a number of predetermined moments are
close in absolute value.
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The next step is to define the class of loss functions considered. If the
method were very sensitive to the particular loss function used it would of
course be of less interest. Fortunately this turns out not to be the case. A
loss function Q:~? -i ~i is an element of the class of loss functions G if:
1. for all u E~i e(u) - Q(~~u~~)
2. for all u,v E~i ~~u~~ 1 ~w~~ implies e(u) 1 e(v)
3. f~P(u)exp(-auZ~2)du C oo for a 1 0
~. e(0) - 0
The result that we are interested in can now be stated:
Theorem 3.3 f~'or any eslirnator TN oJ y~ , any ael of funclion~ b„ j-
1, ..., K that deftne neighbourhooda, and for any loae function e E G, the
expected minimax loaa
lim lim inf sup Eo , e(~(TN - yt ))i10 Ntioo Tr~ CER„ ~Iti-7'I~C'
r 00
1 - J ~(~u)exp(-u2~2)du~2n ~
where o- ia the aquare root of the (l,l~ element of the covariance matrix of
the opiimal method of momenta eatimator. In other worda, no eatimator
haa lower expected' riek over a neighóourbood of the diatribution of x and
the parametera than the eetimator én lheorem 3.t
The formal proof will be given in the appendix but some intuition for the
result will be presented here. For any continuous distribution over a com-
pact set one can find discrete distribution with support in that compact set
that has a predetermined set of moments in common with the continuous
distribution. For these moments we chose the 6~ that define the neigh-
bourhoods, the moments ~i that are used in the estimation, and their outer
products ~~~i' and derivatives áB. `I'hen wP have a discrete distribution G in
~the expectation is taken over the distribution characterized by parameter y aea :is-
tribution C, of the regressors r
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the neighbourhood R~ of the continuous distribution R(x) that we started
off with. Hence the bound on the continuous model cannot be lower than
the one calculated for the discrete model. The bound for the discrete model
is equal to the Rao-Cramer bound. Because the proposed estimator for the
continuous model reaches this bound it must be efI'icient.
As in the discrete case, it does not matter whether we apply this to
the estimation of the full vector y-(H' B' Q')' or to the estimation of
ryr given 7z - 7z. In both cases the bound on the loss is the loss for the
(constrained) method of moments estimator.
In this method of moments framework it is easy to see how the restric-
tions on the marginal probabilities can be tested. For a general discussion
of tests of this type see Newey ~25~. In this particular case one would look
at the value of N. RN(B, Q', H) for a sequence of CN converging to ~ár.
Then:
(47) N ' RN(B,Q~,H) -~ rYtit-r
These tests could be used to compare logit and probit specifications. Tests
on H are not relevant since as,yrnptotically the estimators for H and those
for B and Q are independent.
If the sampling were randorn these tests could still be employed. One
of the ways to describe random sampling is S- 1, ,7(1) - C. The the
following K-{- ~l1 - 1 rnoments would be sufficient to estimate B' and Q' or
to test restrictions, 1[i - (~~Z ~3)':
(48) rl~z (e, Q, z, x)i - Q(.7 )- P(J~x, B)
I ~P
(~}~l) y~~:,(9,G1,1,T) ~,~2~T,e) r~á(t~2'9)
Again these could be used tu distinguish between logit and probit models.
3.3 The Connection with Cosslett's Estimators
The c~nnection between thc estimat~r proposed in the previous section
and th~,SP proposed by Cosslett can best be seen by comparing the relevant
moment vectors. In this section we will only show that Cosslett's estimator
does not. do better than the nP~r ~,ne. F'irst consider the case with known
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Q. The moment vector for Cosslett's estimator is given in (29) and (30).
It was argued there that ~( j) could be replaced by~ its probability limit
H'(j)~Q'(j) without changing the asymptotic covariance matrix of B. The
moment vector would then be ~~ -(~~~ y~2)' :
(5~) ~~i(B,f~~,Q~,v,t,r) - - ~ - ~~(i,~x 9)
f(i~x,N) ae '




~P(jlx,e) - P(n~lx,e}Q'((nr)~~~;~ P(~'Ix,e)H~('~)~4l`(j')
First note that
(52) r-H~~.~E~(~)P(t~~x~e) - ~Y(jlx,e)h(J)~4~(J)
.~-,1 ~i'E.i(t)Q(t,) 7-1
and a similar relation with áB (i~x, 8) subsitituted for P(i~x, B). After sub-
stituting (52) in (50), the latter is, when evaluated at Q - Q' and H- H',
equal to (44). After substituting (52) in (51), tli2 is equal to Azlizi ~z as in
(43}, with .4 equal to
A;. - 1- H(z)Q(~T)?
A~ --N(7)~(hf)Z for i~j
H(1L~)Q(i)Z ' H(~M)4~(i)Z
This shows that the moments used in Cosslett's estimator are a linear
combination of those used in the new estimator. Hence, the covariance
matrix of the latter cannot be larger than the covariance matrix of the
former. The new estimator is easier to compute than Cosslett's estimator
in this case. The optimization in the known Q and H case is only over the
parameter Q and that problem is much better behaved than the one where
~ has to be estimated as well.
To compare the estimators for the unknc,wn Q case consider first the
moments (25)-(27). They are more dif~icult tu compare to (42)-(441 than in
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the previous case since they involve not only different parameters but also
parameters of different dimension. .~ is of dimension S- 1, Q of dimension
M- 1. We will show that Cosslett's est.imator cannot be better than the
new estimator by adding moments, parameters and restrictions to (25)-
(27) in such a way that the covariance matrix for B does not increase at
each step, till we get the new estimator.
Consider the method oí moments estimator for 9, H, ~ and Q based
on the moments ( 25)-(27) and (43). This does not change the covariance
matrix of B compared to the method oí moments estimator for B, H and a
based on (25)-(27). The only thing that has been changed is that M- 1
parameters have been added together with M - 1 moment equations. Now
we add the S- 1 restrictions H,~a(s) -~,E~(,) Q(i). This can only reduce
the covariance matrix of B. If we also make the substitution based on (52)
we get the following moment equations, apart from ( 27) and (43) that do
not change,
1 ay
(53) :[ii(B,Q,N,s,L,x) - P(i~x, e) áe(Z~x'B)
- f~- H~~'E.7(~) áé (t~( ~~' 9)„L~ Ht
~~'E9(~) p(L~~x~ e)~
LtL-.l t `i'E.i(f) Qlt~) tcl ` i'E.ï(t) Q(Z~l
(54) ~z(e, Q, H, 9, i, x). - L, Q(z~)
i'E.7(~)
~ ~(i~lx B)jI jI~ Hi ~~'E.7(e) P(t ~~x, e) jI
- ~i'E.i(e)
J, 1~-1 `i'E.i(t) Q(L~) J
(53) is equal to (44) and ( 54) is a linear combination of elements of
(44). Hence the estimator based on moments (53), (54), ( 25) and (43),
which is not worse than Cosslett's estimator, does not do better than the
new estimator. That gives us the desired result that the PML estimator
never does better than the new estimator.
3-I
4 Conclusion
In this paper an alternative estimation procedure is proposed for choice-
based samples. In choice-based samples the sampling is conditional on the
dependent variable. Therefore standard maximum likelihood techniques
do not apply if only the conditional distribution of the dependent vari-
able is specified. Various estimators have been proposed to deal with this
problem. Some of them, the WESML and the CML estimatots are not ef-
ficient. Cosslett's estimators are efficient but computationally demanding.
All three of these estimators have the unusual feature that replacing some
of the parameters by their probability limits reduces the efi'iciency with
which the remaining parameters are estimated.
In the new estimation procedure some of the problems with the previ-
ously proposed estimators are solved. The new estimator is efficient while
the computational burden is reduced compared with Cosslett's estimator.
The case where the marginal probabilities of the choices are known and that
where they are not known are both special cases of the general estimator.
Efficien~,~ ~s proven using recently developed concepts from Semiparametric
estimation. This procedure also indicates a way of testing discrete choice
models if the marginal choice-probabilities are known.
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A Method of Moments Theory
First the apparatus for method of moments estimation will be set up. This
account is based on Hansen [14] (without the complications of the depen-
dence inherent in timeseries) and Manski [21].
Lemma A.1 Let h(z,~3) be a function on ~ x B with ~ a Euclidean space
and B a compact subset of a Euclidean space. Let h 6e a continuous function
of ~3 for all z E~ and a measurable function of z for all p E B. Assume
that zt, z2, ..., zN are independent, identícally distributed random variables
with dislribution function F', and that ~~h(z,~3)~~ G g(z) for all z E 2 and
Q E B for some g satisfying f g(z)dF(z) G oo. Then:
N
~~ h(z,,,,Q) ~ h(,(3) - f h(z,~3)dF(z) uniformly in B
N „-,
and h(~i) is continous in ~3.
proof: see Jennrich [18]
Lemma A.2 Let hN(w„0) be a function on f2 x B with S2 a measurable
space and B a subset of a Euclidean space. Let ht,,(w,~3) 6e a continous
function of p for all w E S2 and a measurable function of w for all p E B.
Then there exists a measurable function Q~,(w) such that
hN(w,pN(w)) - ~p{hN(W~í3)
for all w E S2. !f also hN(w,~3) ---~ h(,t!) almost surely, uniformly in (j and
if h(,Q) has unique minimum at Jd', then:
a.s.QN(w) -~ l!.
proof: see Amemiya [1]
Assumption A.1 z„(w), n - 1,... are random variables defined on a
probability space (S2,.F,P) and take on values in 2, a subspace of ~i~. .411
zn are identically distributed with induced distribution function F and in-
dependent.
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Assumption A.2 Ci is the pararneterspace, a contpact subset of 3iK. p' is
an element of the interior of L~
Assumption A.3 h(z,;3) ás a continous function on Z x(i to ~M satis-
fytn9
1. h((3) - f h(z,~3)dF(z) - 0 implíes (i -,0'.
2. ~I,h(z,(3)~~ ~ 9(z) b'z E ~,i3 F L; with, f 9(z)dF(z) ~. o0
Assumption A.4 CN(co) `-' ~ C~ as N -~ oo wàth Co a positive definite,
symmetric lll k d1 matrix.
Theorem A.3 ( consistency) Suppose assumptions 1-4 hold. Then, the
estimator ~iN(c.i) for ,(i', deftined by
RN(~,13N(~)) - i~f RN(w,l~)
with
1 N ~ 1 N






proof: The first step is to note that we cann apply lemma 1 to prove uniform
convergence of
N
N ~ h(zn(~),Q) n~ h(Q) - f h(z,~)dF(z)
n-1
This implies uniform convergence of
RN(w,Q) ~ h(Q)~ ' C~ ' h(Q)
Because h(,(3) has a uniyue zero at ,(3 -,Q', and because of the positive
definiteness of Co, the limit of KN has a unique minimum at the same
value. This ensures that we can apply lemma 2 to get the required result.
~E'D.
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Assumption A.5 Let h(z,p) be continouely difJerentiable inA and let it~
derivative with reepect to ~3 be a meaeurable function of z for all (3 E B.
Define the matrix I'(~3) as:
r(lj) - ~
~p'(z,~3)dF(z)
Assumption A.6 For any ~equence hN, converging almoet eurely to Q',
the matrix I'(QN) convergea almoet aurely to
ro - r(Q')
and I'~ hae full rank.
Theorem A.4 ( Normality) Suppo~e a~eumption~ 1-6 hold. Then QN(w)
~atiefiee:
~(QN(w) -Q') ~ N(fi,(roCoro)-lroCo~oCoro(ruCoro)-1~
where vc - f h(z,~i') . h(z,~3')'dF(z)
p g QN( ) Q'. Q' E int(D) forroof: Theorem 1 uarantees that w- '-~1 Since ,
large enough N the estimator QN(w) must be in the interior of Ci, with
prohability clne. Then it. mllst satisfy ihe first order conditions for a mini-
IIIUIIl:
13h.N
fi - ~p-(w,13) ' G~N ' hN(w,Q)
where we use the shorthand hN(w,Q) - N~n 1 h(z„(w),p).
Apply a mean value theorem to the j`h element of hr,(w,~3):
hN(w,13Nli - hN(w,Q~)i ~ aa lw,~~)i ' lQN -~~)
where ~' -~i' -{- ~' .( jjN - Q" ) for some 0 C~' C 1.
Define: I'N to be the matrix with j`h row equal to:
dhN
' JrN.i - Óii' (w
~ )
.3H
This enables us to write the first order conditions as
r~(I'N ) ' ~N ' ~~i N(~, f~~ ) -~ rN (I~N l~~ )~ ~
The continuity conditíons on h. and the almost sure convergence of ~3N
e.e~3' and therefore oí Q' -- ~ Ji' guarantee:
~l~N )
e-e. ['~ ~N n.e.. ~,~
Because of the full rank of ro and the invertibility of Co, we can, for large
enough N, with probability one, write the first order conditions as:
v `. (QN - l3~) - (r~(h~N)CNrN) ,r~(ÍjN~CNfNhN(~,Q~)
Because oí the independence of the z„ and the identical distribution, we
can use a Central Limit Theorem to prove that
~htv(W, ~') ~ ~~(~, ~o)
The remainder follows from the almost sure convergence of all the other
factors in the first order conditions. Q~D.
[f ,~o is nonsingular the optimal choice for Co, the limit of the weight
matrix, is Dó 1. In that case the covariance matrix reduces to (roDó lro)-'.
If ~1o is singular it can be written by rearranging the moment equations as
the following partioned matrix:
~o - ( ~ott ~otz 1
t ~ozt Jozz I





F,ven though C'o is singular in that case, as long as róCoro is not, there
is no prnblem.
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B Theorems 2.1, 3.1, 3.2
proof of theorem 2.1:
All the estimators defined by
N 1 8P
~ w(Znp 9 n) - a~ ~Znlxn. B~ - ~
n-1 P(rnlxn~e) V





are method of moment estimators. Their consistency and asymptotic nor-
mality follows from the theorerns in appendix A. The asymptotic covariance
matrix of the typical element of this matrix is
~~ - l.wl~~~~ 1
with
~W - E9w(t'9)Z~P(i~x,B'}z óB(r~x'B,)(iB'(y~x'B.)J
and
r~~~ - H9w(z, S)~
z1 8
P(i~x B') -- ~- aP (i~x ts)
8P
(i~x B')~i~~~jx,é~jáé~e- ' Y(i~x,e'j2 áe ' áe~ ' ~
The expectation of w(i,s0 given i is !d(i)~H(i) for all weighting schemes
in this class. Hence, I'w is the same for a11 weighting schemes. The scheme
that minimizes J is that where w(i, s) is equal to its expectation given i.
Thus optirnally w(i,s) - Q(i)~H(i). Q~D
proof of lemma 1:
Suppose the likelihood function with N observations zn is L(~3) -
S~N ~ In f(zn,~i). The a.syntpt~~tic covariance rnatrix 1' of uN((3 -~i') is:
t
i~" - 1(p) - ~E ~áQf (z,~') ~ ~~~1(x,~')~-
~o
Partition V and its inverse ['--' according to ,Ol „Oz and Qa:
~11 ~12 ~13
I~21 ~~22 1~23
1~31 1 ~32 ~~ a3
l; 11 ~-tz j; 1a
1~21 1-22 `~23
~,~31 ~; 32 V33
~hhe variance of the constrained estimator of l3, and Qa given Qz - 0 is:
~ htl I,~la `-t - r(I-tl - l~ta(Iraa)-tI-3t1 t... 1
j; 3] I,-33 jl I` J ll
Since we. could characterize the tnaximum likelihood estimates of pt and Qz
}~`.
N
~ h1 l l-~1 ~~2~ 2n) - ~1
n-l
the covariance matrix must satisfy:
f~~l ti'tz - ~~~ ah~ ~~~E h h'~ '~E
8ht ~~ t
~ l~zl t~2z ~ d(~i Qi) 1 1 a(Qi ~i)
The estimator for Qt given ~3z - 0 based on minimization of
N ~ h,(~~t, 0, zn)~ - CN ~-N ~ hl(il, fl, zn)
n-1 n-1
with Cw e-~~ Eh,h; has asymptotic covariance matrix:
~ -t
[[E aQ,] ~E htht~ '[E aQ,l ]]
t
- ~(ólt - L1zLzziVz,)-t~ - L'tl - Vlzl"zZ'Vzt
'I'his is equal to (L'" - tr'ta(jlaa)--ly-a1~-1 after some rearranging. Q~D.
proof of theorern 3.2:
The assumptions made, (2.1)-(2.4) and ( 3.3) guarantee the assumptions
nreded for thorem A.3 and A.,1 in the first appendix to hold. Q~D.
~I
C Local Asymptotic Minimax Efficiency
In the section 3.1 we found an estimator that achieves the Crarnér-Rao
lower bound. This would be sufl~icient if one is satisfied with the assumption
of discreteness of x. One might argue that all one ever has are discrete data.
This appendix is devoted to the extension to continous data to make precise
the way in which the estimatur does or does not depend on discretenees of
the regressors.
T'o analvse efficiencv we have to either define classes of estirnators that
either exclude superefficient estimatorss or cunsider criteria that penalize
them. Otherwise standard maximum likelihood estimators would not be
efiicient and we cannot hope to have efTiciency for the estimator proposed
in the section 3.1. The two approaches have in common that they look at
the behaviour of the estima.tors if the parameter varies in the neighbourhood
of the true value. An example oí the first approach is the concept of regular
estimators. Regular estimators are estimators ,QN for which the asymptotic
distribution of ~~(~ih. -~i~,) does not depend on the particular sequence
~iN, pruvided the latter cunverges to ~i'. See for a discussion Newey [24~
ancí Begun, Hall, Huang and Wellner [4~.
The appruach followed here is the second one. We look at the expected
loss of a particular estirnator as the trne value ot the parameter Q varies
over the neighbourhood N6(,(3') defined as N6(Q') -{A~Í~f3 - Q'~~ G b}.
In particular the worst case (i.e. the worst possible value of ~i in this
neighbourhood) is considered. It is the expected loss in this worst case
that we try to minimize over the space of all estimators. Superefficient
estimaturs usuall,y do quite badly in the neighbourhood of the true value of
the parameter and therefore they will have a high expected maximum loss.
This approach was proposed by Hájek ~13~. It was applied in a method of
moments context by Chamberlain [5,6].
The first step is to define the class oí loss functions considered. If the
method were very sensitive tu the pa.rticular loss function used it would of
course be of less interest. Fortunately this turns out not to be the case. A
loss function P:~2 a~2 is an element of the class uf loss functions G if:
1. for all u F~Ji e(u) - P(I~zi,l~)
esee Newey (24~ paqe 4 for an example oC superefficient estimators
~Z
2. for all u,r - s32 i,lul' ~ i'ii~!~ implies e(u) -' ~(v)
3. f~ P(u) exp( - ~u~~2)du ~ oo for a~~ 0
4. ~(0) - 0
Consider t.he family of probability functions f(z,~3) of a discrete random
variable z with finite support ( z' , z2, ... , zt') for Q E B, a subset of ~iK.
Consider a sequence hN, converging to h E ~tK, and the sequence pN -
;3 r N-'~Z . hN such that ~3N c~ B for all N. We are interested in the
as~mptotic behaviour of the likelihood ratio
( ( N f(~n.~N}
l`5`5) LNI~,h) - ~ ln f(zni~)n-1
where the zn are independent draws from f(z,Q)
LeCam [20~ shows that under standard assumptions LN(Jj, h} has asymp-
totically a normal distribution with parameters depending on h and the in-
format.ion matrix. 'I'he fullowing version of the local aaymptotic normality
(LAN) conditiun does not give the weakest set of conditiuns, bnt they are
easy to check and follow from other assumptions already made.
Lemma C.1 aaaume íhat f(z,~3) ie twice continoualy differentiable with
reapect to ,l3 for all ,0 E B and ~atiafiea the Information Alatríx equality.
Then, for all (~ E B, the likelihood ratio LN(~3, h) aatiaftea:
LN(~3,h) y N(-Zh'I(p)h,h'I(~3}h~
where I(~3) is lhe information matrix:
I(Q) - f f(z,p)aaaf (z,A) . a~~pf (Z,a)dZ
Proof: see LeCam [20~
As leCam argues, the conditions sufficient for LAN are usuall,y implied
by sufficient conditions for asymptotic normality for maximum likelihood
estimators.
The next step is to apply a theorem by Ilájek ~13~ that shows that under
LAN rnaximurn likelihoucl estirnal„rs have particular desirable properties:
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Lemrna C.2 If local asymptotic normality holds, then the maxímum risk
aeaociated with an estimator TN of the firets element Q~ of a parameter
vector ~3' is bounded from belov: in the following way:
lim lim inf sup EI(~,p.)e(~IV(TN -pr)) ~
61o N-.m Tr,, pENe(p')
] f~
~~ J ~ e(~u)exp(-u2~'2)du
where ~ ie the square root of the (1,1~ element of the inveree of the infor-
matiorz matrix at ~i", I(Q')
Proof: see Hajek (13~
If the maximum likelihood estimator is asymptotically normal its max-
imum expected loss would be equal to
EI(s,p')~(~(TN - Qr )) - 2ira-z ~~ P(u)
exp(-u2j 2vZ)du
1 r~
~ J Q(~u) exp( -v 2n ~ Zj2)du
So one knows that the lower bound on the maximum expected loss can
be attained. One can therefore interpret the lemma as stating that stan-
dard maximum likelihood estimators cannot be beaten asymptotically if
one varies the parameter value over an increasingly small neighbourhood of
the true value. If an estímator TN has a lower risk at a particular value oí
the parameter space Q, then it must do worse than the maximum likelihood
estimator for another value of the parameter, arbitrarily close to Q.
Now it. is time to apply these concepts to the estimators analyzed in the
section 3.1. The only conditions that have to be checked in these discrete
models with finite support is that the probabilities are twice continuously
differentiable with respect to the underlying parameters. Here it turns out
to be convenient that by assuminq discreteness for the x's, the whole model
becornes discrete. I~irst the mocíel with parameters (H B ~r) and associated
likelihood (31) will be checked. 'I'he probability of an observation (s,i,l) is
9concentrating on the first element of (3 does not involve any loss of generalitp since
the parameters can be reordered
1.1
Y(ilri, B)~rt
(~rifi~ Hes~ ~-L 7rmP(2`ixm.B)i~F~)~e~ Lm-~
Because of assumption ( 2.2) this is a twice continously differentiable func-
tion oí B, H and ~r. It therefore satisfies the LAN condition and the lower
bound on the maximum risk applies.
For the transformed model with the parameters (H Q B nz) the same
result holds. Define ~r - ~iri irZ)' with ir2 -~rrZ and
(57) ~i - k"o ~(B)(Q ~~i(H)~z)
irl is a twice continously differentiable function uf Q, B and tr2. Therefore
the probability of an observation (s,i,l), now equal to:
P(i~xr, H)Trt
(58) He~,~'f9(e)~w(z')
satisfies the conditions for lemma C.l . The LAN condition holds again and
therefore the bound applies.
'I'he case with liuear restrictiuns un lI, Q and H is triviaL Continuity
oí the first two derivatives follows fr~ru the~ above analysis, and the bound
applies.
VVhat has been shown now is that the estimators define in section 3.1
have particular properties. These pruperties hold for all well behaved max-
imum likelihood estimators so it is nc~t so surprising that they do so for the
estimators under consideration. Thc: impurtance of this is that it enables
one to compare estimators some of which do not fit in the maximum like-
lihood framework. These estimators will still have a well defined risk. One
can c~mpare this risk to that for rnodels that despite being very close to
the cmPS stiidied, ci~ satisfy thc~ cunditinns fnr maxirn~rm likelihci~d theory
tu apply.
We want to apply the efliciency result tu the case where x does not have
finite support. The prcicedure we folluw is based on Chamberlain [5~. The
main result needed is:
Lemma C.3 Let h: ~ -~ ~2` 6e a measurable function and fet F 6e a
probability meaaure with eupport ~F ~-- ?. If f ~~h~~dF G oo then there
exiets a probabitity meaeum C u~hose support is a finíte ~uó~et of ~F and
which sati.~fties f hdG -- ,f hdF
-15
proof: see Chamberlain [5]
proof of theorem 3.3
We apply lemma C.3 to the measure with associated distribution func-
tion R of x with as h function the moments zli, e,~i .~' and the b} from
the particular neighbourhood definition. The lemma then implies that in
any neighbourhood of F(i.e. for any given, finite set of b~) we can find a
discrete measure that satisfies the same moment restrictions ( the ~i), and
also has the same expected derivatives and outer products of these mo-
ments ( the á and the ~i . r~i'). Since we know that the expected loss for
such model with discrete support was bounded by lemma 3.3, this bound
also applies to the case of non-discrete measures. QED.
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